Living Concept
A residential concept
Accompanied by branding
a European living experience
In Tel Aviv

About InHouse™

The INHOUSE™ Real Estate Company creates one-of-a-kind projects by combining elements from different disciplines in the construction process. The company meticulously selects properties, striving to create branding accompanied by residential construction to create a European living experience in Israel. Our company manages a select number of parallel projects and is highly regarded as a real estate boutique that grants personalized service in the apartment acquisition process.

REAL ESTATE &
CREATIVE /

INHOUSE properties create a unique convergence of old and new, contemporary and authentic, with easy, convenient access to commercial and entertainment centers alongside quiet intimacy within the residential buildings. The projects are accompanied by design and think-tank teams consisting of architects, interior designers, home stylists and brand designers. INHOUSE work takes place within the company, with the full involvement of the developer/entrepreneur, with the intention of creating a novel housing concept which takes the residents’ full range of needs into consideration.

Web | www.inhouse-tlv.com
Mail | office@inhouse-tlv.com
About Corner Market

UNIQUE CONCEPT /
Welcome to a unique concept developed by Inhouse Real Estate Company that creates beautifully designed residential buildings in attractive surroundings with high upgrading potential in city centers throughout Tel Aviv. Corner Market™ buildings offer the kind of residential experience celebrated in such vibrant cities as New York, London, Paris and Berlin, featuring meticulous design and an intimate interior space that blends old and new. This is the kind of residence that defines culture.

RESIDENTIAL BRAND /
Each and every project is planned by a think-tank team of real estate developers, architects, interior designers, home stylists and brand designers. The public open space at Corner Market™ is set apart from the bustle of the street to create an intimate feeling in a quiet interior courtyard. Our 30-50 sq. meter apartments boast an industrial-modern design featuring hues of white, black and gray combined with warm, soft lighting.

UPGRADING POTENTIAL /
Corner Market™ apartments are also an excellent investment for short-term rental purposes. Our carefully selected project venues are located in developing areas that will soon be in very high demand. The Corner Market™ Management Company even provides property management services for buyers.

WHY CHOOSE CORNER /
Because it’s the perfect meeting place of people, of old and new, of local history, contemporary culture, an urban atmosphere, and an inner world embodied by the attractive building and apartments alongside the hustle and bustle and vitality of Tel Aviv. Our exclusive residential projects are suitable for those who wish to move between the city’s dizzying pace and the serenity of an intimate, quiet space.
INHOUSE™
takes you where you really want to be

- Rothschild Blvd: 1.3 km, 16 min
- Neve Tzedek: 450 m, 6 min
- Ha'hashmal: 450 m, 6 min
- Kikar Habima: 1.7 km, 21 min
CORNER MARKET
LEVINSKY MARKET
APARTMENTS ON FLOORS 1-6 /
Meticulously designed 1 bedroom + living room apartments sized 47-52 sq. meters are designed in a modern ‘industrial’ style using materials and elements of bare concrete, steel, white ceramic in black, gray and white hues. A combination of brown wood with the lighting located at the center of each room creates a pleasant ambiance within the space. Each apartment features smoothed concrete floors, granite-porcelain kitchen surfaces and air conditioning.

7TH FLOOR - PENTHOUSES /
The seventh floor accommodates two comfortable penthouse apartments of 73 square meters each, featuring two bedrooms, a living room and a spacious 53 sq. meter balcony. The balcony emanates from the apartment in one seamless plane and features a deck, and foliage with a built-in self-watering system. Although the penthouses are already designed, there’s room for self-designed input, according to customer specifications.

GROUND FLOOR /
The commercial [ground] floor spans 220 square meters and features historical elements from when the building was originally constructed. The floor’s façades have been restored, while the bannisters, cornices, high ceilings and large windows remind one of a well-preserved historic building. The entire space is occupied by a multiple delicatessen concept and offers an especially appealing culinary experience in a beautifully designed area. The commercial complex is part of Corner Market’s link to the vibrant atmosphere of the city, not far from the lively Levinsky Market.
Commercial Floor

The commercial (ground) floor spans 220 square meters and features historical elements from when the building was originally constructed. The floor’s façades have been restored, while the bannisters, cornices, high ceilings and large windows remind one of a well-preserved historic building. The entire space is occupied by a multiple delicatessen concept and offers an especially appealing culinary experience in a beautifully designed area. The commercial complex is part of Corner Market’s link to the vibrant atmosphere of the city, not far from the lively Levinsky Market.
The commercial complex is part of Corner Market’s link to the vibrant atmosphere of the city, not far from the lively Levinsky Market.
Entrance

The building's entrance does not touch the street, thus allowing passage through a green, manicured garden. A hedge envelopes the complex and the entrance gate is embellished with potted plants. The entrance is secluded, serving as a pleasant passageway from the noise outside to the beautifully designed lobby inside.
This modern industrial building is characterized by careful attention to design, bare concrete materials, white ceramics and smooth concrete floors. Adjusted lighting combining wooden elements endows the building space with its distinctive atmosphere, comprising shades of gray, white, black and soft, warm lighting.
This modern industrial building is characterized by careful attention to design, bare concrete materials, white ceramics and smooth concrete floors.
Interior Design

APARTMENTS ON FLOORS 1 - 6 /

Meticulously designed 1 bedroom + living room apartments sized 47-52 sq. meters are designed in a modern 'industrial' style using materials and elements of bare concrete, steel, white ceramic in black, gray and white hues. A combination of brown wood with the lighting located at the center of each room creates a pleasant ambiance within the space. Each apartment features smoothed concrete floors, granite-porcelain kitchen surfaces and air conditioning.
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The material contained in this booklet is for simulation purposes only and does not constitute any undertaking whatsoever. The programs outlined in this booklet are not final and are meant for illustration purposes only. The programs represented in this booklet are subject to, inter alia, changes following the final design and approval by the planning authorities. The equipment and furniture mentioned in the program are for illustration purposes only.